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House of pain
Eastern gets parking, landlord pockets cash and boy loses dog
By J.A WINDERS
News editor

The university's pending purchase
of five lots will result in 150 parking
spaces for Eastern, nearly a quarter
of a million dollars pocketed by the
landlord and a little boy losing his
puppy.
Matthew Jensik, the 14-month-old
son of Greg and Angie J ensik, is
going to have to give up his pu,ppy,
Alex, because the university and the
Jensik's landlord are forcing them to

move from their home of a year-anda-half to a new home where pets are
not allowed.
"It might not mean much to most
people," Angie Jensik said, "it's just a
dog.
"But he's like my little boy's best
friend."
If approved by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education next month,
Eastern will purchase five lots for
$244,000 from Glenn Frederick on
Sept. 15.
The lots, 1903 and 1909 S. Ninth

St. and 1902, 1904 and 1908 S. lOth August 1995. Now, they must be out
St., will provide room for a 150-space of their home by Sept. 15.
parking lot that will initially be used
"I just can't believe this happened,"
by construction workers for this win- Jensik said. "They just took our
ter's renovation of the Buzzard house away."
Building.
"Our son is just now sleeping in his
Although tenants received a letter own room and in bis own bed."
stating that the university and
The family's whirlwind search for a
Frederick will assist in relocation, new home took place during a twoJensik tells a story that is not one of week span where they looked at 15
great cooperation from either the uni- different homes.
versity or the landlord.
"He (Frederick) has not helped us,"
The family signed a new lease
.r. Continued on Page 2
spanning August 1994 through

Greek
Cou1·t

to add
houses
Eastern plans to begin
construction immediately on
two new Greek Court housing complexes.
The Board of Governors
Universities approved a $2. 7
million contract with Gunloh
Construction Inc. of Effi.ngham for the two additional· sorority/fraternity houses
at the board's regular meeting Thursday in Springfield.
One of the new complexes
will house three sororities
1rnd a frate.rniLy affiliated
with Eastern's Black Greek
Council, according to a press
release issued by Eastern's
Public Affairs office. The second complex will house two
sororities and a kitchen facility for the en tire Greek
Court.
Both houses are expected
to be completed by the fall of
1995.
The board also approved a
change in vendors for the
renovation of the outdoor
running track at O'Brien
Stadium. The board approved a $574,000 bid from
Martin Surfacing Inc. of
Hunt Valley, Md.,. for the project. The original low bidder,
Balsam Corp. of St. Louis,
filed for bankruptcy in June
and has since asked to cancel
its $563,088 contract with
Eastern.
Track repairs will include
the resurfacing of the existing running track and field
event runways, installing
storm and track drainage
systems, constructing a track
and field runway and jumping pit and installing sand
traps at the perimeter of
each jumping pit.
The track renovations are
expected to be completed by
t Continued on Page 2

LA SBINDA CLARK/Photo ed1tor
Sen. Paul Simon answers a question Saturday afternoon at the Coles County town meeting at Mattoon City Hall.
Approxt.mately 50 people attended the meeting.

Simon says ...
Senator bridges troubled water between citizens
and health care at Mattoon Coles County meeting
mean all Americans are covered,"
Simon said.
Most inquiries were prefaced with
Sen. Paul Simon worked a hot crowd concerns about the continual position
Saturday afternoon.
shifting of the Clinton White House on
A stagnant air hung in the packed the subject of 100 percent coverage.
confines of the Mattoon City Council
Just days before Simon's central
chambers. Even the best efforts of the Illinois visit, President Clinton hinted
Mattoon Police Department couldn't at possibly throwing his support
solve the mystery of a thermostat behind a bill that did not include unistuck on tropical conditions.
versal care. He later backed away from
As temperatures rose, so did the bis comment saying he was misundertempers of the mostly elderly crowd stood.
attending the Illinois senior senator's
Simon also distanced himself from a
informal county meeting.
hard-line stance, opting not to commit
However, the continual fanning of himself to a definite "no" vote on a
faces or moping of brows did not dis- health care bill with a proposed less
tract the nearly 50-person crowd from than 100 percent coverage.
its biggest concern - health care.
~e are still in flux," Simon said.
At least a dozen questions and "Nothing is written in stone."'
answers concerning the issue dominatHe expressed bis support for a coed the one-hour discussion.
payment system which requires some
"When I say 100 percent coverage, I payment by the individual receiving

By J.A WINDERS
News editor

treatment.
Simon also assured the group that
small businesses will not suffer under
the cost burden of health care. He said
the bill he supports requires businesses with one to six employees to pay
only 1 percent of payroll toward health
care, those with six to 20 employees
only 2 percent.
With sleeves shoved past bis elbows,
striped shirt tails billowing out of his
pants and his bow tie tied taunt,
Simon appeared more like a member of
the Dave Clark Five than a United
States senat.or, and he handled the
hostile crowd better than any stage
veteran.
When tempers rose and certain
members of the crowd turned from
attentive to rude, Simon played for the
laugh.
• Continued on Page 2
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Screenplay sells
for Hollywood
record $4 million
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
screenplay for a thriller called "The
Long Kiss Goodnight" was sold for a
Hollywood record of $4 million aft.er
a spirited bidding war.
The script by Shane Black, who
worked on the box-office ~mb "Last
Action Hero," was bough. by New
Line Cinema on 'Thursday.
The sale surpasses the previous
record of $3 million, paid to writer
Joe Eszterhas for his "Basic Instinct•
script.
.
The bidders included Columbia
Pictures and Warner Bros. The script
reportedly follows a young amnesiac
mother who discovers she's an assassin.
'The film may be directed by Renny
Harlin ("Cliffhanger") and star his
wife Geena Davis. Black also wrote
.
the popular "Lethal Weapon" movies
and the "Last Boy Scout."

.

No-Parking signs
installed, city tows
cars already there
EAST ST. LOUIS CAP) - How's
this for a commut.er'~ nightinar.e? Yoµ.
park your car legally at a train station, and while you're at work, the
city puts up no parking signs and
tows your car away.
_ It happened to not one but five
commuters who parked Thursday at
an East St. Louis stop on the
MetroLlnk light rail line.
"There wasn't a no-parking sign
there when I parked this morning,"
said Derrice Sayles, one of the
motorists. "How can they put up a
sign after they tow your car?" ~ity
workers installed the no-parking
signs 'Thursday morning, but no one
told the police department, so officers
didn't know the signs were new.
Realizing a mistake had occurred,
officers took the drivers to their cars
at the towing company's lot, and
fines and towing fees were waived.

Gene Kelly in
stable condition
after mild stroke
LOS ANGELES CAP) - Gene
Kelly the acrobatic dancer who
starr~d in Hollywood musicals of
the 1940s and '50s, was hospital-

ized after a mild stroke.
Kelly, 81, was in stable condition
and "resting comfortably" at UCLA
Medical Center after his stroke
Saturday night, nursing supervisor
Susan Davidson said Sunday.
Kelly's publicist, Warren Cowan,
said doctors described the stroke as
mild and "in such a ... minimal way
that I don't believe that there was
any permanent damage." Kelly
choreographed and danced ~ su~
musical hits as "An American m
Paris," "Singin' in the Rain," and
"On the Town." Kelly also had several serious acting roles and directed "Hello, Dolly!" and other films.
He attended a July 16 concert
given by opera tenors Placido
Domingo, Jose Carreras and
Luciano Pavarotti at Dodger
Stadium.
Kelly seated in the audience,
stood up and exchanged nods with
the tenors after they sang his signature song "Singin' in the Rain."

Family has meny
Christmas in July
without snow
ST. ANNA, Minn. CAP) - The temperature was in the high 70s.
Instead of snowflakes an occasional mosquito buzzed by. There wasn't
a mitten or stocking cap in sight.
, · No matter. Santa Claus still
spread a little Christmas cheer for
Teck.la Johnson and her family.
"Look Mommy and Daddy,! I got a
hula hoop; yelled 4-year-old Kayle
Streit as she opened a present.
With relatives scattered, Johnson
said the family couldn't get together
on December 25. So her children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren gathered Saturday at her h?me
on Pelican Lake, about 15 miles
northwest of St. Cloud.
The children didn't even seem to
mind that Santa - costumed grandson Bob Johnson - arrived at the
lakeside home in a fishing boat
instead of a reindeer-drawn sleigh.
The Johnsons sang Christmas carols snacked on Christmas cookies
and exchanged presents in the midst
of red and green holiday decorations.
Jennifer Benkowski, 11, got a book
from Santa.
"I want to do this again next year,
because that way, we get two
Christmases," she said.
It's already on the family calendar.
"We're a real close family, and we
want the grandchildren and greatgrandchildren to remain close too,"
Johnson said.
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they were embarrassed about how little I
lmew about the show business," Simon
said responding to a question conce~~
his silver screen debut in the 1993 political spoof "Dave."
"I'hat was my screen debut, and since
then I have been waiting for offers to
come pouring in," he said.
"But none yet."
• Simon was pleased with the headway made by his television violence bill
since President Bush signed it into law
during his final year in office.
The bill allows television stations to set
standards for what can be aiz:ed, without
dangers of anti-trust violations. "I d?n'!
believe in government censorship,
Simon said. He continues to lobby for
stricter television guidelines today.

"We differ in a democracy," Simon
explained. "I often find myself differing
with my wife."
When the health care debate temporarily died down in the council chambers the senator was afforded the opportmrify to briefly touch on the following
subjects:
• Although Simon supports the
increased tax on cigarettes proposed in
every health care bill, he doesn't beli~e
in an aggressive government campaign
against smoking. "We don't want th~ FBI
sneaking around your house, checking to
see if you have a cigarette or not," he
said.
• "When my kids were teen-agers,
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the purchase of three mini-vans for use
by the Peace Meal program that delivers
September of this year. For the first
meals
to seniorCitizens.
East.em home foothall game on Sept. 1,
•
Approved
an approximately $94,191
visitors will be able to watch the game
agreement
for IBM equiir
maintenance
from the stands, but will have to walk
ment
which
is
located
at Computer
around areas of the track that are being
Servi~es
the
Martin
Luther
King Jr.
repaired.
University
Union,
the
Mathematics
The board also approved a request by
Eastern President David Jorns to pur- Department and the Physical Plant. The
chase five lots on the comer of Ninth maintenance agreement is used to keep
the computer equipment operating in
Street, directly across from the Buzzard
support of university business.
Building. 'The land will be used initially
• Approved a service agreement with
for construction parking and later as a
student and staff parking lot when Baker Group Food Service Consultants
Buzzard's renovation begins this to provide consulting services for the
Greek Court housing's central kitchen
December.
food
service design. Services will include
If approved by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education at its meeting next program development, schematic design.
month, Eastern will purchase the lots for design development, construction docu$242,000 and demolish the four rental ments and construction inspection.
• Approved an annual contract of
houses at the location to make room for
approximately
$53,475 for newsprint for
a 150-space lot.
The Daily Eastern News.
In other business, the board:
- Staff report
• Approved approximately $38,581 for
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Sales
Kevin Schou1en
Promotiorw mgr.... · -....- ....... .Jac:loe Griggs
Student bus mgr .. - - - - OeR- Patram
~mgr ---..
Glenn Robinson

"He said he had no choice and East.em
just took the property," Jensik said.
Frederick refuses to comment and is
deferring all future comment to his
lawyer, who could not be reached for comment this weekend.
For their new First Street home, a
$550 security deposit - one month's rent
- was required. This amount is $150
more than there current rent.
"Glenn (Frederick) had the gall to come
over and ask for this month's rent of
$400," Jensik said.
Jensik appealed to Frederick to accept
their security deposit as their last
month's rent.
She said Frederick refused.
According to the lease, the s~urity
deposit is not to be returned until th~
house is vacat.ed and inspected for cleanliness and damage - cleanliness and damage of a home that is to be demolished.
"Glenn will be lucky if I vacuum
again," Jensik said.
"I'll finish school somewhere else,"
Jensik added. "I hate these people here.
"No one helped us."

~

..............~ ..~
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Jensik said. "Well, he did say he would
give us a good reference to a future landlord."
Jensik said the university was equally
uncooperative with the family.
"Some brilliant mind there (in the
Business Affairs Office) asked ifwe would
like to live in a residence hall," she said.
"Sure, me, my husband and our little boy
living in Andrews Hall."
'The only university-relat.ed personnel
who helped with the search were Gregs
football coaches who Jensik said would
call and say they saw a home in the
newspaper the family might be interest.eel
in.
"They (the university) didn't care to
think about us as married students,"
Jensik said.
Jensik said Suzanne Ashmore of the
university's Business Affairs Office told
the family that Frederick was "very
happy" with the university's offer. But
Frederick told the family that he had no
options concerning the sale.
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Eastern hired more professors
dUring 1993-1994 fiscal year
Eastern hired a higher
than usual number of professors during fiscal year 1994,
while fewer administrative
positions were filled than in
the past.
Cynth'a Nichols, director
of affirmative action, said
that fiscal year 1994 was a
"heavy hiring year" for
instructors. She added that
Eastern hired an estimated
44 tenure-track instructors.
Although administrative
positions filled were less

than in previous years, four
A fifth committee, to be
search committees are cur- formed in October, will conrently seeking to fill vacant duct a nation-wide search for
administrative positions. a new housing and dining
Included in the search is the services director. Kevin Canvice president for business non, who currently holds the
affairs, which was opened in position, will be leaving
June after Vice President Eastern for a similar positon
Charles Colbert left Eastern at Notre Dame University.
for a position at the UniMark Shaklee, who has
versity of Illinois.
been the associate director
Marlyn Finley will be act- since 1978, is the acting
ing vice president until a per- director until a replacement
manent replacement is is found.
found.
- Staff report

Review
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
Slaff writer

"Forrest Gump," which
again has reigned as the
number-one movie at the
box office, is, as the character would describe, 'a boi of
chocolates: "You never
know what you're gonna
get."
Winston Groom, who is
the original creator of
Forrest Gump, gives the
reader a plethora of surprises in his novel, "Forrest
Gump."
Yet Groom originally portrays his character much
differently in the novel
than in the movie.
However, each seem to
compliment one another in
explaining the complex
character of Gump.
Those who have experienced Gump in the theater
may find some radical discrep an ci es between film
and the novel (which was
written first). one might
notice the movie's only similarity to the book are the
characters involved.
Whereas the movie depicts Tom Hanks' character
as a handsome, lovable man
who has a low IQ, the book
focuses on the hardships
Forrest faces being "an
idiot."
"Bein' a idiot is no box of
chocolates. People laugh,
lose patience, treat you
shabby," Fo-rrest ·says fa 'the· .
beginning of his • se1f-n:aTrated life story.
Groom spends much time
on developing the stereotyping that accompanies
Forrest throughout his life.
While in the movie Gump
was referred to as "an
idiot," in the novel he was
often "persecuted" for having a low IQ; for instance,
Gump in the novel was not
as fortunate as Gump in
the film to have been able
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(Grosses are preliminary estimates on ticket sales Friday through Sunday. Final figures will be released Monday.)
l. "Forrest Gump," $22 million.
2. "True Lies," $21.4 million.
3. "The Client," $17 .2 million.
4. "The Lion King," $13.7 million.
5. "Angels in the Outfield," $7 .2 million.
6. "Speed," $4.2 million.
7. "Lassie," $3.4 million.
8. "North," $3.1 million.
9. "I Love Trouble," $1. 7 million.
10. "The Shadow," $1.3 million.
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SummerFest Theatre
presents three outstanding shows
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LOS ANGELES CAP) - Quirky "Forrest
Gump" overtook the spy thriller "True Lies"
at the box office to surpass $100 million in
its third week of release, according to
industry estimates Sunday.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's "True Lies"
made its debut last weekend in first place.
"Forrest Gump," starring Tom Hanks as
a low-IQ man with a high-adventure life,
grossed $22 million over the weekend to
bring its cumulative total to $109 million,
sources said.
Here are the weekend's Top 10 films.
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'Forrest' tops 'True Lies'
at weekend box office
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Although
Gump's tour in
Vietnam and his
receiving of the
Congressional
Medal of Honor did
play an integral
part in the film,
Groom focuses more
on the sentiment
many veterans took
home with them
from the war:
"Then all of a
sudden somebody
in the front shout
out, 'What do you
"I MAYBE A IDIOT, BUT ATLfAST
think of the war?'
I AIN'T W> NO HUM-Of\IJM UFE! '-FOAAEST QJMP
an I say the first
thing that come
into my mind,
which is, 'It is a
bunch of shit.'"
Another method
"HILARIOUS!" -UPI
of
Groom's assertaYOURSaf A FA\'OR AND READ /"ORR£Sr QJMt! IT"'J\Y BE.
THE FUNNIEST NOol'6. i H.l.VE cvtl\ P.EAQ" 4.AAAt L 1<lNG
tion against the
war was through
the character of
Lieutenant Dan.
In the film,
''Bein' a idiot is no Lieutenant Dan is
able to "heal" from
box of clwcolates. People the psychological
laugh, lose patience, scars Vietnam afflicted him with.
treat you shablzy."
However, Groom
- Forrest Gump originally chose to
use the lieutenant
as a symbol of the
never-ceasing
to graduate from college.
Still, despite the radical destruction of Vietnam:
"I've suffered a great loss,
differences between movie
and book (such as Gump Forrest, far greater than
travelling to outerspace and my legs.
"It's my spirit, my soul, if
ending up in a ~u.ngle with,.
catinibala for four years)·, _y.ou will. There is_ only a
both seem to make the blank there now - medals
viewer feel deeply for the where my soul used to be."
"Forrest Gump" truly is a
character.
Forrest Gump is a man novel that is excellent in its
who feels for others and own right, just as well as
questions the doings of the the movie.
Yet, this book exemplifies
world.
In some ways, Groom the spirit of the character
seems to making a political- Forrest Gump; a man who
/social statement in his is what he does.
This man ain't led no
book that is somewhat lost
hum-drum life.
in the movie version.

126 \\''. Lincoln
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"'COLE PORTER

BEU.A SPEWACK

on the Mainstage

·'ap.m: July 28, 29, 30 ·· ·· ,
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2 p.m. July 29 & August 5
11 a.m. July 30 & August 6
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

8nn• & Lyooca By

TOM JON£$

Mu01c 8y

HARVEY SCHMIOT

Beed an"J\e FaQJP01!tr"l19J11 de Rutoq

2 p.m. July 31
8 p.m. August 3

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tickets available 1 - 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 1 hour before
each performance at the University Theatre Ticket Office.
Call (217) 581-3110 for ticket information and reservations.
Patrons with special needs
are requested to call in advance.

every one of us

We are generation X

PI
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EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR

Studen need
to voice concern
as well as elderly
Please welcome the American politics of the
golden years, featuring health care, soda!
security, adult undergarmeljlts and support
hose.
I
Sen. Paul Simon's town meeting in Mattoon
Saturday resembled a gathering of the
American Assodation of Retired People rather
- - - - - - - - than a cross-section of
the central Illinois elec-

Editorial

- - - - - - - - torate.
The attending elderly - who made up nearly
80 percent of the crowd - demanded the cutting of taxes and the balancing of the federal
budget. Those requests, however were follow~, by additiprt}I demands for their social
security checks not being touched and their
need for free health care.
What was troubling beyond the senior-dominated questioning was the lad< of involvement
of the younger generation of Americans.
Eastern is a campus full of student activists
who bemoan over the conditions and operations of this nation. But their Involvement stops
after a rally in the quad or their names find
their way into a newspaper.
These groups want change. but not at the
expense of a sunny Saturday afternoon.
But the elderly are able, and certainly willing. to attend these meetings and air out their
complaints and demands.
What do they care if the social security fund
runs dry on schedule in 2040 - each and every
one of them will be dead and buried dutching
their final government check stubs in their
cold, decaying hands.
But for a majority of Eastern students, the
year 2040 will signify a dawning of the golden
years and there won't be a check in the mail
for us to cash and spend on Florida vacations,
plastic-covered sofas and offensive lawn ornaments.
They are toying with your future.
Politicians respond to votes with faces. The
elderly are visible, and the younger generation
is nothing but shadows.
The elderly are going to walk all over our
generation's future unless we get involved in
the process and attempt to mal<e them under-

stand that this nation does not cease to exist
when they do.

A well-written life is almost as
rare as a well-spent one.

Slacker.
have to do is get out and start
doing things.
Generation X.
nie terms have been tossed
nie 11st of problems is 1onger
around by the media like a hot
than the space that I have at
potato, but who really knows
my disposal, but we all know
what they mean?
the problems that are imporWe, the college-aged stutant to us.
dents of America, are the X
,.
Some of the attempts to
generation.
0~
change things. like trying to
We were preceded by the
r--.
·-4'1
7
defray the national debt with a
Mitch
• '6CDeTcu.10D.
series of bake sales, are well
boomers: subsequently, we
have become the busters.
McGlaugblln
meaning, yet ineffectual.
This generation ls supposed
It doesn't matter if it is a simto turn its back on the excess- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pie thing like recycling your
es of the generations before us and show the older
alumlnum and glass or major career move like joining
generation what commitment to a cause is.
Volunteers in Service to America, they all count
Our chronicais are told In books (..Generation X,"
toward the end.
For those who have not heard of It, VISTA was
Douglas Copeland) and film (Slacker), heralded by
magazines and even the topic of symposiums and leeestablished by President Kennedy. along with the
ture groups. but how many of us know who we are
Peace Corps, to provide assistance similar to the Peace
Corps in America.
supposed to be?
Is it fair to try and characterize an entire generation
VISTA Is going to be an integral part of the new stuby labeling them or classlfylng them like the hippies of dent aid package that President Clinton is submitted
to Congress last summer as a way for future students
the '60s?
to earn money for college or to repay student loans.
Let's face it. as children of the love generation, we
saw the ideas and movements of the '60s sold in
Taking time out of what Is becoming a busier and
busier schedule (the average bachelors degree now
quantities that would make Wal-Mart blush. Even
today. some of the people our age seem to be the
takes five-and-a-half years instead of the "normal"
main consumers of these old dreams.
four) to go out Into the community and help change
I know birkenstocks are comfortable, but they sure
thing is the key.
are trendy, too. I thought the Idea was to try to be difIf we are going to have a place where the next genferent. but at least there Is a recycling factor involved
eration (the Y Generation?) ean go tb School, play and
In the wearing of second-hand flannel and sack dressgrow up, we have got to start now.
es.
I am not talking about killing the planet (It ls going
The litmus test for this generation wlll be how we
to take decades for the damage that we have done to
handle the dreams and desires handed to us by our
repair itself), I am talking about having neighborhoods
planets, as well as the circumstances in which we have and jobs.
What it really boils down to is changing things
received them.
Ail of the ills of the planet can not be blamed on the
today so that our children will have a better inheritance than we were handed by our parents.
baby boomers, nor can they escape their fair share of
the guilt. The secret to solving the problems that face
Wiii we be known as the X Generation or the Exthis planet is not placing blame, just fixing the probGeneration?
lems.
- Mitch McG!dughl/n Is the CiUTlpus editor and d
Ali of the titles and dassiflcations in the world will
not help this generation achieve anything. what we
columnist for The Ddlly Ea.stem News.

"WHI we be
known as the
X (;eneratlon
the Ex-

our turn
Citizen should
remain highest
ranking state post
Dear editor:
On Thursday, July 21, the Illinois
Supreme Court heard one of the
most important votl.ng rights cases
ever considered in the Land of
Lincoln.
The simple question before the
court was who will get to decide
the issue of legislative term limits
in our state: Will it be the 6 million
registered voters of Illinois or
incumbent legislators, whose personal careers are threatened by the
term limit proposal?
Earlier this year, a citizen petition
drive collected more than 437,000
signatures calling for an MEight is
Enough" referendum to limit the
tenure of state legislators to no
more than eight years In office.
People from almost every county
In the state signed the Eight Is
Enough petition to give their fellow
citizens a chance to consider the
term limit issue on the Nov. 8 ballot.
Last week, the staff of the State
Board of Elections determined that
more than enough valid signatures
were submitted ti qualify the Eight
ls Enough term limit referendum
for the Illinois ballot.
But nevertheless, the Chicago
Bar Association - a registered lobbyist group of 21,000 lawyers - has
flied a lawsuit to call off the Illinois
term llmit referendum on the
grounds that it is unconstitutional.
Ironically, the lawsuit was filed
the day after state lawmakers gave
themselves a hefty pay raise. The
lawsuit to block the term limit ref·
erendum has been nicknamed
MOfficehoiders and Lobbyists vs.
Illinois Voters.~
Career Incumbents and their lobbyist pals are terrified. Term limits
threaten the political Insiders' con-
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Submitted by Mdyte Guerrero. Matt Accardi

trol of the system. Incumbents with
their inherent fund raising and
mailing advantages have a stranglehold on the re-election process.
In the past decades, less than 4
percent of llilnois' incumbent legislators lost their re-election bids.
By affirming the right of the people of Illinois to vote on the Eight Is
Enough term limit referendum this
Nov. 8. the Supreme Court will
make sure the hlghec;t office in the
Land of Lincoln remains the office
of citizen.

PatQulnn

Reader: Research
shows Weaver
cares about citizens
Dear editor:
A recent letter by Mrs. Newhouse left me confused. She corn-

plains about attacks in the newspaper. then proceeds to level yet
another of her attacks on Mike
Weaver.
Perhaps she is working for his
opponent.
Research would show her that
Mike Weaver cares enough about
us that he votes against useless
bllls and opposes legislation that
seeks to burden our schools with
more and more unfunded mandates.
His efforts to get government
out of our lives is second only to
his strong support of House antlcrlme packages.
We need that kind of Independence in Springfield to help counteract the continual attempts of
control by Chicago politicians.
Mike Weaver does care - about

us.
Nmcy Emberton
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Coup fever

Climbing
accident
kills two

Gambia reported quiet after president ousted by militruy
DAKAR, Senegal (AP) Gambians went to the
market and tourists phoned
home on Sunday, two days
after a bloodless coup forced
the country's president to
take refuge aboard an
American warship.
President Sir Dawda
Jawara was overthrown
Friday by soldiers who were
apparently angry at not being
paid for peacekeeping duties
in Liberia. He went aboard
the USS La Moure County,
whiCh was making a port call
in the West African nation,
and was reportedly trying to
contact the new authorities.
The ship left Gambia with
Jawara aboard, and docked in
Dakar, said a U.S. official in
Washington, who asked not

to be identified.
State-run radio was silent
after broadcasting a communique Saturday that proclaimed the military government.
Four lieutenants - identified as Yahah Jammeh,
Sadibu Hydara, F.D. Sabaly
and I. Signateh - announced
the creation of a Provisional
Council of the Armed Forces
to run the country, the communique said.
They suspended the
constitution and political parties and declared a 7 p.m. to 7
a.m. curfew, but called their
leadership a transition that
would fight corruption ~nd
usher in democracy.
They also pledged t.o maintain good relations with near-

by states, especially Senegal,
which imrrounds Gambia and
intervened in 1981 to put
down a coup.
Senegal put its military on
alert Saturday and moved
troops to the border. But the
Senegalese ambassador to
Gambia, Moktar Kebe, told
coup leaders that Senegal
had no intention of intervening.
Residents of the capital,
Banjul, said in telephone
interviews that the capital
was calm as people went to
the market.
Some 1,500 British tourists
were able to telephone home
Sunday after international
service was restored. But
they could not leave Banjul's
airport
and

Gambia's borders remained
closed.
Jawara, 70, became
Gambia's first prime minister
when the country achieved
independence from Britain in
1965 and was elected president in 1970.
The 800-strong Gambian
army is led by a Nigerian
colonel under a 1992 agreement between the two former
British colonies. It was not
clear how his position was
affected by the coup.
A predominantly Muslim
nation on the west coast of
Africa, Gambia is a narrow
strip of land on each side of
the Gambia River, never
more than 6 miles wide. Its
estimated population is less
than 900,000.

MOUNI'HOOD, Ore. CAP>Two hikers climbing a
treacherous glacier on
Oregon's highest peak lost
their
footing
and
cartwheeled 700 feet to
their deaths at the bottom
ofa crevice.
Two other hikers in
their party survived the
plunge Saturday down
Eliot Glacier on the north
face of Mount Hood, a
11,237-foot a'tinct volcano.
"It is famous for just this
kind of accident," said Vera
Dafoe, who has been climbing mountains since 1956,
including Mount Hood.
"There is a long hist.ory
of this happening. People
always die."
Crews dodging falling
rocks and quicksand-like
snow removed the body of
16-year-old Ole Groupe of
Pendleton on Sunday,
along with Gerald L.
Milton, 51, ofMcMinnville.
Groupe's stepfather,
Mathew Hunt, 30, of
Forest Grove, and Peter
Monte, 36, of Gast.on, were
in fair condition Sumiay at
University Hospital in
Portland. Monte had
minor injuries and Hunt
suffered a broken arm
severe bruises and a scalp
cut.
.
Witrit~es say ·1?Y601'i:ec
like the three men and the
teen-ager were trying t
make a controlled slide'
down the glacier Saturda
afternoon from about th
10,000-foot level to abou
9,000feet.

Abused pup becomes media guru
AUBURN, Ala. CAP) - Gucci was
beaten, doused with lighter fluid and
set ablaze. Now the puppy has two
lawyers and a team of Auburn
University veterinarians on his side.
He's been on television. He's been on
the front page of the newspaper in
Mobile, t_he city wh,.re he was t.ort11red
and rescued.
He's been the featured guest of honor
at a Mobile bar, which donated the
money from its $2 admission charge to
the local animal shelter.
"It would be great if we could use
Gucci as the spokesdog for animal cruelty," said Doug .James, a Spring Hill
College professor who saved the pup.
"He's big-time down here. It's funny
when I go places, people say, 'There's
Gucci, There's Gucci.m
James witnessed the May 20 burning
of the little animal, then 3 months old,
by a group of young males in a down-

David Whitley, who said the puppy will
likely need another operation on each
eyelid.
James was inundated with offers of
help after a story about the puppy
appeared in The Mobile Register.
Two juveniles accused of torturing
the dog are scheduled for trial in
August.-A 19-year-old is scheduled to go
on trial Tuesday on one count of violating Alabama's statute on cruelty to animals, which carries a maximum punishment of one year in prison plus fines.
James' friend George Hardesty is one
of the lawyers on Guc.ciJ team.
Hurdesty, a former Mobile district
attorney and assistant state attorney
general, wants to act as a special prosecutor on the dog's behalf.
"With Gucci we intend to show that
the government. or a concerned citizen
can step in where an animal is being
abused, " Hardesty said.

t.own Mobile neighborhood.
"Suddenly I saw this little guy burst
into flame," James said.
~he dog, a chow mix, ran under a
house, where he continued to burn until
James rescued him.
James said the youths were sending
a messal!e to the ouoov's oril?inal
owner, a l5-year-old •ruiia~ay girl who
gave the dog its designer name and who
has since returned home to her family.
The boys wanted her out of the neighborhood, he said.
"I couldn't sleep for two nights,"
James said. "Every time I'd try to sleep
I'd see his whole body a ball of fire.''
On July 6, three veterinary surgeons
at Auburn's College of Veterinary
Medicine moved the puppy's scarred
eyelids so he can blink.
"We're trying to get the eyelids to
where they'll work as normally as possible and protect the eyes," said Dr.
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Restaurant and Banquet Facility
Alternatfre Atmosphere and Fine Food

MONDAY~

Sports Alternative Night
PLATE LUNCH SPECIAL·
·
Roast Beef: $4.50
~
DNN'ER:
Grilled
Fish
Grilled Chicken
Oucken Sandwich Planer
$3.50 $2.95 $4.50

j
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TUESDAY

Top 40 Cou~try Vid~os

at

Join us for hne dancmg

Pizza
LPub

PLATE LUNCH SPECIAL:

)erry~s

BBQ Ribs $4.50

LUNCH;
Sti~

Burger
S2.50

DINNER:
Steak
Beef
Sandwich FaJita
$2.95

$4.95

• 21 to enter. for Bar & Pool, 21 to enter Restaruant after 8:30

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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(MEDIUM (14"))

!

:

SAUSAGE & CHEESE i
: PIZZA...TO GOI :
I
I

Thursday
July 28th
FREI BLUES SHOW!
Keith Harden with
Downa Nelson
Show starts at 9:30

i

Now at Monlcal's, get a Mad. (14•)
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

$

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Ju&

5.95 ~Ta i
I

$7.95 with a Large (16") Pizza
Good 1 o.ya,tWMk wtth
Clrry·Out/DeHvery thru 81211'94.

'

Additional topp1ngs ®
regular charge.

Chart.ton

909 18lh

I
I

snet. sa.751s

Present this coupon when picking up order.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4th &.. Lincoln

345-2844

Top Ten Reasons To
Order Pizza From Jerry's
l 0. Your car won't run.

9. Your bicycle feU apart.
8. You received a bad grade on a mid
term.

7. A stray cat came Into your room
and ate your last pizza from Jerry's.
6. You have not got the talent to
make your own pizza.

5. The heat and humidity has given
you an appetite for pizza.
4. You need energy In order to finish
a ftnal class project.
3. End of semester rush has you
stressed out.
2. You decided to throw a late-nightparty at the last minute.
l.. You don't care about dieting anymore.

r--------,---------,

' Small Pizza •I Large Pizza
I
I
$5.00
I
$6.95

1I
I

L--------~---------~
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Tree-mendous!
Exxon restoration fund
saves the Alaskan forests
ANCHORAGE, Alaska CAP)
- Environmental activists relish the irony: The disaster
that fouled Alaska's coast \vith
hey're using
oil in 1989 i... now saving parts
the oil spill as an
of it from logging.
To compensate the govern- excuse to acquire
ment for oil damages to natural resources, Exxon Corp. these lands."
agreed in 1991 to pay $900
-Steve Ward
million into a restoration
Hunter and fisherman
fund. Since then, the fund's
state and federal trustees
hav~ ~E}de habitat protection tection and $17 million toward
a pnonty.
research and monitoring.
Last year, they bought
Other Alaskans say dis42,000 acres of private land cow·aging timber harvests is
near Kodiak !:::land to create no way to help coastal commuthe new Afognak Island State nities recover economically
Park. They also purchased from the oil spill.
$7 .5 million of private inholdStill others don't want more
ings in an e:idsting state park Alaska land "locked up" in
on the Kenai Peninsula.
parks.
In May. the trustees bought
"They're using the otl spill
$2 million in timber rights as an excuse to acquire these
from an Alaska Native corpo- lands," said Steve Ward, a
ration preparing to log 2,000 hunter and fisherman in
acres of evergreen forest on Chenega Bay.
the shores of Prince William
"They have no intention of
Sound. As part of the deal, using them, but they're going
Eyak Corp. suspended logging to stop us from using them."
plans for 60,000 acres so the For her part, Sue Libenson of
trustees could negotiate to the Alaska Rainforest
buy more timber rights.
Campaign sees habitat protecAll this pleases environ- tion as one of the few useful
mentalists, who have lobbied things done since 1989 to
for years to preserve the address the damage left by
forested islands of Prince the wreck of the Exxon
William Sound and Alaska's Valdez.
"The oil spill is a done deal,
southeastern panhan~le.
B~.. not ~v~ry,~ne is happy. from an environmental point
Some ~b1'l'f91~r.c1al fisl;ier~e~ "' of View," she said. ~e forest
say research mto the oil spills is the real issue of the
long-term ecological impacts moment."
was shortchanged by trustees'
We'll be able to look back
e_mphasis on habi~a~ protec- 30 years from now, and sa~
tion. Of the $340 million spent that at least we didn't log
or budgeted so far, $4~ million these areas - at least the pubhas gone toward habitat pro- lie got something out of it."

''T

Clinton
continues
supporting
ethanol

One missing from
burning fish plant
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
- A fish processing ship
burned out of control Sunday
off the southwest tip of Alaska,
forcing the evacuation of 132
people. One person was missing, the Coast Guard said.
Small ammonia and propane tanks thrown overboard
by the crew of the All Alaskan
exploded as the fire spread to
fuel on the water.
Leaking oil created an 8mile sheen in Unimak. Pass
waters of the Alaska Peninsula, Coast Guard Lt. Michael
Patterson said.
"There's a toxic ammonia
cloud coming from the ship
and heading down wind, but
it's not threatening any people
on land," Patterson said.
"It's a volatile situation. So
there probably won't be any
fire:fighting possible. It's burning out of control and burning
fiercely."
The Coast Guard had no
estimate of the amount ofoil or
chemicals that leaked. T h e
cause of the fire was not immediately known.
One crew member from the
340-foot ship was treated
aboard a Coast Guard cutter
for smoke inhalation.
He and other crew members
were being taken to the
Aleutian Islands port of
Unalaska aboard another fish-

''I

t's a volatile
situation. So there
probably won't be
any fi~efighting
possible."

- Lt. Michnel Patterson
Coast Guard
ingvessel.
Crew members first abandoned ship into rafts before
rescuers helped them aboard
the fishing ship.
Crew and rescuers were
largely clear of the ship before
toxic fumes became dangerous,
Patterson said.
Jeff De Bell, a vice president
of All Alaskan Seafoods Inc.,
the Seattle-based owner of the
ship, said the company would
not immediately comment.
Patterson estimated the
ship, which operates out of
Kodiak, was worth up to $5
million.
He said he believed it was
processing salmon.
The ship was burning in the
Bering Sea side of Unimak
Pass near Cape Sarichef, about
725 miles southwest of Anchorage.

'

WASHINGTON CAP)
- The Clinton administration and other ethanol supporters are trying to fend off an expected attack in the Senate
next week on the government's plan to
expand use of the cornbased fuel additive.
Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La., intends to
offer an amendment to a
spending bill from the
Senate floor to block the
Environmental Protection Agency's so-called ethanol mandate.
His amendment cleared a Senate Appropriations subcommittee by
an 8-3 vote on July 14.
But he withdrew it before a full committee
vote later that day, and
is seeking clarification
from the Congressional
Budget Office on the
amendment's cost.
The Senate could begin debate on the spending bill as early as Tuesday.
"The Administration
believes that it is inappropriate to legislate
statutory restrictions
through the appropriations process and will
strongly oppose any attempts to interfere with
the EPA's implementation or enforcement of
the rule," the agency's
chief, Carol Browner,
wrote an ethanol supporter, Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.
"Our actions are consistent with longstanding Congressional support for renewable
motor fuels and this
Administration's environmental and energy
goals," she wrote in the
letter, dated Thursday.
Harkin, who takes the
Johnston threat seriously, said the letter would
" add to support for ethan o 1. Harkin has been
talking with some of the
47 senators who in March signed a letter opposing the ethanol proposal.
The EPA decided
June 30 to require that
part of the oxygen-boosting additive in cleanerburning gasoline come
from a renewable source
- in effect ethanol.
The new fuel, with
higher concentrations of
oxygen, is required beginning in January for
nine cities with the
worst air pollution.
Meantime, 11 Northeastern states, and Texas, Kentucky and the
District of Columbia,
have agreed to require
the gasoline in areas of
severe air pollution.
In 1995, 15 percent of
the oxygenate in the
cleaner fuel must come
from renewable sources,
the EPA said.

Draft Night
$1.00 Bottles
25~ Drafts
ALTERNATIVE NIGHT!
ia BACKI
D.J. Hairball
I

How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?

If You' re Tired
of Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
TRY WHAT'S COOKIN' NEXT TIME.
We fix It to order &even put it on a real plate.
7th & Madison
Charleston
345-7427
Carry Out Available

DEPRESSED?
GRADES ARE LOW
HOMEWORK'S LATE
YOUR BIKE GETS STOLEN
YOU LOSE YOUR DATE.

ACNE'S
BAD?
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED
SOMEONE JUST TOLD YOU

YA AIN'T GOT NO Cl.ASS.

MONEY'S SHORT
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT
YOUR POP WILL THINK
YOU'RE A SPEND THRlfT IDJIT.

WE'LL PUT THAT SMILE

·ON YOUR FACE!
WE'LL HELP YOU BACK

IN
THAT
RACE!
'CAUSE ONE. GOURMET SUB

OR A YUMMY GOOD CLUB
CAN EVEN PUT A CHANGE

ON YOUR SOUR MUG!

JIMMY JOHN'S®
GOURMET SUBS
"WE."LL BRING 'EM TO YA""

345-1075
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S
C COPYRIGHT 1992 IJMMY JOHN'S INC

Uu~~IFIED !.DTERTI~ING
HELP 1f.L'"l'ED

II

Wanted: Press help - Sun &
Tues. n!tes 1Opm to 2am apply
Eastern News Business Office
BB Room 127.

---------~3

Accept. apps. for the following
depts: dietary, activities, and hab.
(CNA). HS or GED req'd. FT &
PT pos. avail. Why work tor min.
when you can work for us? Apply
at 738 18th St., Chas., IL. EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/3
Stix restaurant and Banquet
Facility now accepting applications for ambassador and D.J.
must be 21 or older.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27
Temporary position available
landscape/lawn maintenance.
M-F 8-4pm. Apply in person at
521 7th St., Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/25

Wanted: room to rent Fall and
Spring. Serious senior male.
Call collect 708-687-4974 or
708-479-6232.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/25
Room to Rent in Private Home
for female student for Fall
Semester Call collect 815-3694218 and leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27
NEED 1 BR ALLOW TINY
DOG-TRAINED WITH REFERENCES. SHEA 348-7066
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27

Boo:ttJUTFM

II

MATURE, QUIET FEMALE to
share newly redecorated 5 BR
apartment. Low Utilities. Own
bedroom, 2 baths. Parking.
Phone Kate 348-8790 or owner
at 234-4831. Available for
FalVSpring

---------~3

Sublessor needed for Fall '94.
1/2
7th
St.
1031
$167.00/month. Please call
Rebecca at 345-3387
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/25
Male Sublessor Needed for Fall
'94 thru Summer '95. Own
room, furnished, dishwasher,
microwave, and water included.
Great Apartment 112 price for
Summer. Call Dave at 3487888

---------~3
Female
Sublessor needed for
Fall and Spring. Newly remodeled house. Own Room. Please
call Kathleen at 345-5738 or
Margaret at 345-5869.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7127

CLl88IFIED

Summer
Only
leases
$250/month 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8
.
13

Girl to share nice house with 34 girls. 1/2 block from EIU. Fall
'94-95. 348-8406.
Girls needed for big 4 Bedroom
house. Close to campus. 3456967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7127
2 Bedroom Apt. fully furnished.
Lease and deposit required.
345-7522 After 5pm 345-9462
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/3

AD Poucr

Tlte Daily Eastern News cannot be respoDSil>le for more than one
day's incorrect insertion. Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet the 2 p.m. d.eadline t.o
appear in the next day's publication. Any ads prooessed AFl'ER 2
p.m. will be published in the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot
be canoeled AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in advance. Only accounts with
established credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted t.o The Daily Eastern News is subject
t.o approval and may be revised, rejected, or canoeled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary t.o omit an advertisement.
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Two-bedroom home close to

On the square 7 bedroom, 2
bath, 3 study rooms w/d, heat,
water, trash, parkiny included.
345-6222.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7125
Large 4 bedroom apt 5 or 6
people. Dishwasher, Garbage
disposal fully furnished. School
year lease. Call 345-2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/3
For Rent: Nice Lg. Basement
Apt. 2 people furnished utilities
paid deposit plus 1O mo Lease
no Pets 345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27
Extremely nice mobile homes
for singles. Furnished and
unfurnished. Water and
garbage included. Very nice
and quiet tr. et. Easily accessible with brand new E street
road. $260 - 275 month. 3454508.

Quiet neighborhood. Furnished
one-bedroom apartment close
to campus. $225/mo. 345-7678
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7127
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS FOR
MEN, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
ELECTRICITY INCLUDED.
Share living room, kitchen, &
bath. 348-1410
-------~·~26
NEED 1 ROOMMATE OWN
ROOM NEAR CAMPUS NICE
APART AC/H20, TRASH PO.
$200 348-7066
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27
1 Bedroom includes stove,
fridge, water & trash paid. 1o to
12 mo lease $150.00 Deposit
250.00 mo. also. Studio apt.
stove, fridge included. Share
utilities $150.00 deposit
$200.00 rent 10 to 12 mo.
lease. 235-3550

campus. Quiet neighborhood.
10 or 12 month lease.
$225/$195 345-7678
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27

---------~3

---------~3
Available
August 2 bedroom
unfurnished apt water and
trashed paid 1 year lease
$200.00 per month each for
two. Call 348-7746

Furnished House for Rent 1703
9th for 94-95 school year 3 to 6
bedrooms 348-0440.

--------~~3

2 Bedroom house with garage.
no pets. 9324760
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/27

ta Agitate
n Have on
ta Simone's
school
t• Epithet for a TV
set
11Jeanneor
Therese: Abbr.
23 Believer in God
24Podunk
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SORORITY RUSH: Aug 21 Aug 31. Applications now available in the Student Activities
Office, 316 University Union.
Questions...Call 581-3829

---------~3

Fon8.lLE
Phoenix Pontlac '83, 88,000
mi., excellent condition, $2,000
OBO. Computer 386DX133,
8MB RAM, 105 MB, Printer
$600. Call 581-3730.

--------~~3

FRATERNITY RUSH: Interest
forms now available in the
Student Activities Office, 316
University Union. Questions...Call 581-3829
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/3
FREE KITTENS, Litter Trained
call 345-5749 after 6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/25

---------~3

30 Eucharistic
plate
t Fltzgerald's
St Lascivious
forte
looks
I Shortening
uset-to
• · - .- little piggy 310n--with
(equal to)
tS Impetuous
M High in pitch
t•Sunburn
11 Mongol monk
remedy
saBandman

11 Rill@tti@ - -

DAl:
JULY25, l~
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ACROSS

---------~3

Available August 1 - Roommate
For Male Percussion Major - 2
Bedroom Furnished House
Within Walking Distance to
Campus. $250/mo 529-8434
-------~·~22

Fon RE\T

M01'l

MFlub
saEyelayer
57 Take back to
the car pound
SI Axlike tool
59 60's vocalist
Vikki
eo German river
et "Let's Make a
Deal" choice
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•Baseball's
Doubleday
4t Bank patron
42Fixation
<M"Oueenle"
author Michael
•Get a move on
47 Gambler's
tormentor
uBeau--

stitch

DOWN
1 Last year's jrs.
I Marcus Porcius
SM-Mary
4 Farm machine
a Maker of cases
•Not aweather
7 Abbey or
Tobacco, e.g.
•Suffix for
41-Down
•Alarm bell
to Catcalls
uweeatoll
t2 Ending for hip
or hoop
ta Extends a
subscription
IO School founded
In 1440
21 Fragrance
HOctober
birthstone
as Place fora
necklace clasp
f t Hellenic H's

Puzzle by John an.nrMn

27 Obliqueness
28 Moray pursuer
n Aquarium fish
32 Sitarist Shankar
nBodement
34 Voting district
37 Politician with a
limited future
n Hurricane of
1992
40 Smile broadly
4t Word before
deep or dive

Mixed Media
ELVIS EST1'TE A.UCtto~

42 Demosthenes,
e.g.
43 Impatient one
44Bumped
impolitely
.-&Spanish
direction
'7 Grimm villain

48"Yipes!"
4901dfogy
so Dolt
St Netman Lendt
12 Garr of
"Tootsie"
H Trump's "The
- - of the
Deal"
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Gump
Villiam Kindle. 18, avoids the light rain Sunday afternoon by playing a game of ping-pong in the Student Recreation
Center.

Around S~x:
the horn
"If they'd stop blowing
off those fireworks up
there in that Kingdome
every time Ken Griffey
uts a home run, maybe
..he ceiling tiles would stay
.lp there,"
- Boston traveling secretary Steve August after
the Kingdome was closed
because of failing titles,
forcing the weekend series
between the Mariners and
Red Sox to Boston.
"Don't we have to play
in a neutral stadium?
How about Tampa? We'll
be there in '97 anyway."
- Ken Griffey Jr. on the
problems with th e Kingdome roof
"I think, in all truth ,
Mike Keenan would always want to be coach and
general manager of any
team - coach and general
manager and president
and vice president and
especially treasurer. Mike
Keenan moves in strange
and different ways."
- Madison Square
Garden president Bob
Gutkowski on the dispute
Keenan and the Rangers.
"I owe a lot to coach
(Jimmy) Johnson but
everything will be fine
with me and ooach (Bany)
Switzer as long as we win.
I think everybody is over
the shock of Barry being
the coach. He is our head
coach now and we accept
it. I hope Barry has the
answers."
- Troy Aikman, Dallas
Cowboys quarterback on
how he is adjusting to a
new coach..

hit, Cubs ·pitch
to win, Cards lose
White Sox 4, Indians 2

Cu bs 3, Red s 0

Braves 8, Cardinals 5

CLEVELAND (AP) - Julio
Franco homered and drove in
three runs and Alex Fernandez cooled off Cleveland
Sunday, leading the Chicago
White Sox to a 4-2 victory
over the Indians in the final
meeting this season between
the AL Central leaders.
The White Sox and Indians
split their final fou r-game
series, allowing first-place
Chicago to r emain two games
ahead of Cleveland, the same
m argin they brought with

CHICAGO (AP) - Jim
Bullinger is such a good backup, he may never make it in
the Chicago Cubs' rotation.
"I would imagine you need
a guy like me on a team,"
said Bullinger, a fill-in
starter who combined with
Randy Myers on a five-hitter
Sunday that led the Cubs to a
3-0 victory over the C i ncinnati Reds.
"We had a bsolutely zilch
going for us," Reds manager
Davey Johnson said. "It was
just one of t hose days." J ust
another start for Bullinger,
too, who has made 17 relief
appearances and seven starts
so far.

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Charlie
O'Brien and Jose Oliva hit
three-run homers to lead the
Atlanta Braves to an 8-5 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday night.
Tom Glavine (12-8) won
for the fourth time in his
last five starts, allowing five
r u ns on 12 hits with five
strikeou ts and no walks in 7
1-3 innings. Q r egg Olsoh
pitched the ninth for h is
first save.
O'Brien's homer, h is seventh , capped a four-run rally
in th e fourth inning against
Bob '.J'ewksbury (10-10) and
gave Atlanta the lead fo r
good.

them Thursday. The teams
also split four games in
Chicago last weekend.
Chicago won the season
series 7-5.

CYPRESS, Calif. (AP) Jockey Juan Limon died of
head injuries sustai ned
wh en h is mount fell on top
of him during a race at Los
Alamitos, a track spokesman said Sunday.
L imon, 35, was aboard
Ima D ashing Lady in the
350-yard Governor's Cup
Fut urity trials when the
qua:rterhorse stumbled
while in the lead near the
wire dur ing the seventh
race on Saturday night.
Limon was t h rown and
the filly landed on him.
No other r iders or h orses were involved. I ma Dashing Lady was able to
wal k back to the b arn,
apparently unhurt.
T h e Jalisco, Mexico,
native lived in Buena Park
with his wife and 4-yearold daughter. He was pronduncea dead at Los
Alamitos General Hospital
about 30 minutes after the

accident.
He has been racing in
the United States since
1986 and at Los Alamitos
he has logged 205 victories, including five in
stakes events.
Limon picked up the
mount minutes before the
call. Ima Dashing Lady's
scheduled rider was late to
the gate. No investigation
was called, said a spokesman who declined to give
his name.
He was the second rider
to be killed at Los Alamitos in the track's 43year history. Val Tonks
died of head injuries following an accident when
h i s h orse bolted into t h e
inner rail in May 1983.
Funeral arrangements
were pending.

Turk key to success rests with innings
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)
- Turk Wendell says his
terrible numbers with th.e
Chicago Cubs and glowing
numbers with the Iowa
Cubs prove one thing - that
he's a good pitcher if he
gets the innings.
Wendell had two tries
with the parent club this
year. In six appearances
including two starts, he
accumulated a 0-1 record
and a fat earned run average of 11.93.
He was used sparingly
and told to perform or else.
"I haven't gotten a
chance in the big leagues,''
he said. "I believe that if
somebody gave me a chance

TM

to pitch on a consistent
basis, that I could do the
job." He said he proves his
pl'fint with performances
since returning to the
Triple-A Iowa Cubs in late

June.
Wendell has compiled a
5-1 record in six starts and
a stingy 1.65 ERA since

that time. In 49 innings, he
has allowed just nine runs,
struck out 34 and walked
just eight. He pitched two
consecutive shutouts and
has a four-game winning
streak.
Overall at Iowa this year,
he has a 7-3 record and a
2.90 ERA.

do I fit into their picture
next year? If I don't fit in,
then get rid of me," he said.
Iowa pitching coach Bill
Early said Wendell has
been impressive.
"He's had a chance to
pitch on a consistent basis
here, and he's responded
tremendously. He's been in
He was 10-8 at Iowa last a routine. He's been in a
year and 1-2 at Chicago.
very predictable situation
"I don't know what more here, n he said.
I can do to get myself back
Wendell has pitched
to the big leagues," he said. every five days.
"I just hope to God I get a
"Turk will help some
chance with somebody." He major-league club, hopefulsaid he should be traded if ly the Cubs. I see his role as
the Cubs don't want him.
being a fifth starter and
"They've got five or six possibly a guy in the bullstarters right now. Where pen," Early said.
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